
International trade in goods and services
2021, 2nd quarter

Service exports have not returned to pre-pandemic levels
despite growth in the second quarter of 2021
International trade grew in the second quarter of 2021 relative to the corresponding quarter of
the previous year. In the past quarter, the value of exports of services grew by EUR 0.5 billion
relative to the second quarter of last year, when, if not before, the effects of the pandemic caused
by the coronavirus were reflected in the statistics on international trade. Imports of services also
grew by EUR 0.4 billion. These data derive from Statistics Finland's statistics on international
trade in goods and services, which are part of balance of payments.

Figure 1. Imports and exports of services quarterly

However, the situation looks worse if the past quarter is compared to the second quarter of 2019: the value
of service exports was EUR 1.5 billion lower in the second quarter of 2021 than two years ago. In light
of this, the burst of growth in service exports in the last quarter of 2020 seems to be a temporary push,
from which exports returned already in the next quarter to the same low level defined by the corona
pandemic in the second and third quarters of 2020. On the other hand, if the high level at the end of 2020
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is left out, both exports and imports of services were higher in the past quarter than in previous quarters
during the corona period.

The development of international trade in goods differs from that of services. The value of exports of
goods grew by EUR 2.7 billion compared with the corresponding quarter in the previous year, which
corresponds to an increase of 19 per cent. Compared to the situation two years ago, exports of goods grew,
in turn, by EUR 0.6 billion, that is, its level of EUR 16.7 billion was in fact higher than in the first three
quarters of 2019. In other words, goods exports seem to have returned to the pre-pandemic level in the
past quarter. This was not yet the case in the first quarter of 2021. In terms of goods imports, the level of
the past quarter also corresponds to the level of 2019. During the past quarter, imports of goods amounted
to EUR 15.9 billion. Compared to the second quarter of 2020, goods imports grew by EUR 2.9 billion or
22 per cent.

In total, the combined value of exports of goods and services thus grew by EUR 3.2 billion compared with
the second quarter of the previous year. However, compared to the second quarter of 2019, the value of
exports was EUR 1.0 billion lower in the past quarter. For imports of goods and services, the situation
was more or less the same. Thus, as regards the recovery of international trade, it now appears that
international trade in services is lagging behind that of goods, for which reason international trade has not
returned to the level of 2019. This low level of international trade in services is largely explained by the
decline in travel and transport services. The situation may naturally already look different in coming
quarters and releases.

Low level of exports of travel and transport services explains the difference
to the second quarter of 2019
The effect of the pandemic caused by the coronavirus on international trade in services has been reflected
already in previous quarters, especially in travel and transport services. Travel exports reflect income from
travel to Finland for leisure and work purposes, while transport exports describe, for example, the transport
of people but also freighting of goods. Thus, the exports and imports of transport services are linked to
the logistics related to travel and international trade in goods.

When comparing the value of exports of travel and transport services in the second quarter of 2021 relative
to the second quarter of 2019, it can be seen that these two service items explain a very large part of the
fall in exports of services. During the past quarter, EUR 0.5 billion less transport services were exported
than two years before, while travel generated EUR 0.6 billion less income. When the value of total exports
of services contracted by EUR 1.5 billion compared to the level two years ago, the decrease in these service
items thus covers around 75 per cent of that decline.

By contrast, exports of telecommunications, computer and information services (TCI) and other business
services grew relative to the second quarter of 2019. In the past quarter, exports of TCI services were EUR
0.2 billion higher and that of other business services nearly EUR 0.1 billion higher than two years ago.
However, exports of TCI were on a lower level in 2020 than in the previous year only in the third quarter,
so when it comes to the growth in ICT exports it is not really possible to talk about a recovery in the past
quarter. The level of the service item as a whole did not contract in 2020 and the level of exports of TCI
was, on the contrary, exceptionally high in the last quarter of 2020. By contrast, exports of other business
services were repeatedly lower in the previous year than two years ago, so that can perhaps be seen as
some kind of recovery to the level prior to the pandemic in the past quarter.

In terms of service imports, the value of imports of travel and transport services decreased in total by EUR
1.5 billion compared to two years ago, i.e., they cover the total contraction of EUR 1.1 billion in service
imports and even exceed it. By contrast, imports of many service items were on a higher level in the past
quarter compared to the second quarter of 2019. The value of imports of manufacturing services grew by
EUR 0.1 billion relative to the situation two years ago. Imports of TCI, imports of other business services
and charges for the use of intellectual property each grew by under EUR 0.1 billion.
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Exports of TCI services and other business services have grown compared
to the second quarter of 2020
Compared to the second quarter of 2020, goods exports grew in total by EUR 0.5 billion or nine per cent.
Most of this was due to TCI exports, which grew by EUR 0.2 billion. In recent years, this service item
has had the highest value of Finland's service exports items, and this was the case in the past quarter as
well. Exports of other business services grew the second most, by nearly EUR 0.2 billion. Within other
business services, exports of R&D services remained almost unchanged compared with the previous year,
that is, the growth was due to, for example, increased exports of professional and management, technical,
trade-related and other such services. The growth in exports of TCI services and other business services
covers approximately two thirds of the growth in total exports of services in the second quarter of 2021.

In other service items, changes in either direction were under EUR 100 million. Exports of travel and
transport services increased slightly relative to the second quarter of the previous year but, on the other
hand, exports of these services have been clearly lower than in the pre-pandemic situation since the second
quarter of 2020. The combined growth in travel and transport exports was thus only EUR 0.1 billion, so
the situation has not really changed significantly for these service items.

Figure 2. Exports of services by service item

Service imports grew by a total of EUR 0.4 billion in the second quarter of 2021 compared with the
corresponding quarter last year. One-half of this growth can be explained by the improvement in imports
of transport services. In addition to travel, international trade in transport services is linked to international
trade in goods, the growth of which may have had a positive effect on the demand for freight transport.
Imports of other business services also grew compared with the second quarter of the previous year, by
EUR 0.1 billion. Imports of transport services and other business services account for 80 per cent of the
growth in total service imports.

Especially exports to Europe have increased
Compared to the second quarter of the previous year, the combined exports of goods and services grew
for all continents. However, the growth focused on Europe. When exports increased by EUR 3.2 billion,
altogether 77 per cent or in total EUR 2.5 billion of this growth was directed at Europe. Compared with
the previous year, the value of exports to EU countries grew by EUR 1.8 billion and to Europe outside
the EU by EUR 0.7 billion. In terms of individual countries, especially exports to Sweden improved, by
EUR 0.5 billion. Exports to Great Britain, Russia, Germany and the Netherlands also grew by a couple of
hundred million euros for each country.
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Figure 3. Exports of goods and services in balance of payments
terms by area

Exports to America, Asia and Africa also grew compared to the second quarter of 2020, but to a lesser
extent than to Europe. Exports to America grew by good EUR 0.3 billion, exports to Asia by close on
EUR 0.3 billion and exports to Africa by EUR 0.1 billion.

As exports, imports of goods and services from Europe to Finland also increased. Compared to one year
ago, imports from Europe increased by EUR 2.5 billion, which corresponds to 76 per cent of the growth
of total imports. The value of imports from the EU countries increased by EUR 2.0 billion, while imports
from Europe outside the EU improved by EUR 0.5 billion. Among European countries, imports from
Sweden, Germany and Russia grew in particular. Imports from Asia grew by a total of EUR 0.6 billion,
but on the level of other continents, the changes were smaller.

Statistics on international trade
The statistics on international trade in goods and services are part of balance of payments. The statistics
comprise breakdowns of goods and services on a more detailed level. The guidelines and recommendations
of the Balance of Payments Manual (BPM6) applied to balance of payments are consistent with the
European System of Accounts (ESA 2010). National Accounts are published on quarterly and annual
levels. Finnish Customs publishes data on goods trade across borders. Goods trade published by Finnish
Customs is used as source data for the statistics on international trade in goods and services. Removals
and additions caused by definitions described in the quality description are made to them to achieve goods
trade in balance of payments terms.

Finnish Customs’ statistical service, tilastot@tulli.fi, +358 29 552 335.
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Appendix tables

Appendix table 1. Export in balance of payments terms, EUR mil.

20212020

2nd quarter1st quarter4th quarter3rd quarter2nd quarter

22,84220,87624,49819,76819,6101 Goods and services total

16,67315,29116,75514,13813,9671.1 Goods trade in balance of payment terms

16,17815,04916,20613,78113,0201.1.1 Goods trade in customs terms

495242549356947
1.1.2 Factoryless goods production, goods sent abroad for
processing and merchanting

6,1695,5857,7435,6315,6431.2 Services total

3983965133893421.2.1 Manufacturing services

6135435915835451.2.2 Transport

9683125199541.2.3 Travel

16223425361.2.4 Construction

100989989961.2.5 Financial and insurance services

7266187476206561.2.6 Charges for the use of intellectual property n.i.e.

2,6432,4463,9122,4462,4431.2.7 Telecommunications, computer and information services

1,4301,2561,5641,1371,2761.2.8 Other business services

1951872071591991.2.8.1 Research and development services

4093794612923301.2.8.2 Professional and management consulting services

8266898966877471.2.8.3 Technical, trade-related and other business services

1461251581431951.2.9 Other services

Appendix table 2. Import in balance of payments terms, EUR mil.

20212020

2nd quarter1st quarter4th quarter3rd quarter2nd quarter

22,79621,59921,68520,51319,4861 Goods and services total

15,90715,03214,53114,16613,0421.1 Goods trade in balance of payment terms

16,86616,05415,54714,94713,4081.1.1 Goods trade in customs terms

-364-447-472-274871.1.2 Goods sent abroad for processing

-1,008-957-931-891-8051.1.3 CIF-FOB conversion

4133813883843521.1.4. Other differences

6,8896,5677,1546,3476,4431.2 Services total

4954735734434401.2.1 Manufacturing services

1,2661,1331,1901,1211,0381.2.2 Transport

123611192521011.2.3 Travel

75617169901.2.4 Construction

3813743923733901.2.5 Financial and insurance services

2612123081992311.2.6 Charges for the use of intellectual property n.i.e.

1,0971,1671,2439711,1091.2.7 Telecommunications, computer and information services

2,9142,8022,9672,6652,7861.2.8 Other business services

7728047057577081.2.8.1 Research and development services

7717558286257191.2.8.2 Professional and management consulting services

1,3721,2431,4341,2821,3591.2.8.3 Technical, trade-related and other business services

2752842902542571.2.9 Other services
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Appendix table 3. International trade in balance of payments terms by region, EUR mil.

20212020

2nd quarter1st quarter4th quarter3rd quarter2nd quarter

22,79621,59921,68520,51319,486TotalImport

17,51616,73116,84515,69214,997..Europe

14,21913,01113,45012,41112,189..EU27 (2020)

9,0158,1368,3977,9137,768......Euro area

1,4531,2341,2861,1611,198........Netherlands

2,8582,6502,6952,5672,441........Germany

5,2044,8755,0534,4984,421......Rest of EU27 (2020 non Euro area)

3,0762,8622,9402,6012,555........Sweden

3,2973,7203,3953,2812,808....Rest of Europe (non EU)

841847930890836........United Kingdom

1,4701,9011,4391,4671,095........Russia

1,5881,4321,4511,3181,463..America

1,1661,1071,1051,0211,118........United States

187140111152116..Africa

3,3973,1893,1573,2452,822..Asia

1,6871,5971,6801,6971,559........China

10910812210787.. Other and unknown

22,84220,87624,49819,76819,610TotalExport

15,58814,26715,19313,47913,091..Europe

11,84111,06411,75910,33210,053..EU27 (2020)

7,4697,0257,5226,6426,352......Euro area

1,2871,2211,1881,1141,112........Netherlands

1,8901,8392,0101,8401,670........Germany

4,3724,0394,2373,6903,701......Rest of EU27 (2020 non Euro area)

2,9872,7612,9602,5202,525........Sweden

3,7473,2033,4353,1473,038....Rest of Europe (non EU)

1,0838781,057884743........United Kingdom

1,1459541,039891828........Russia

2,9052,7865,1792,5622,559..America

1,9922,0054,3421,8051,724........United States

575448552425457..Africa

3,4353,0693,2542,9783,178..Asia

1,2231,0991,2089351,123........China

340306320324324.. Other and unknown
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Revisions in these statistics

Revision of goods and services in balance of payment terms, EUR million

RevisionLatest release (2021-09-17)Previous release (2021-06-18)1. release

19913,04213,04012,8442020Q2Import
of goods 20214,16614,15913,9652020Q3

14514,53114,50014,3872020Q4

12015,03214,91114,9112021Q1

12913,96713,97613,8382020Q2Export
of goods 4514,13814,14014,0922020Q3

9516,75516,76016,6602020Q4

10715,29115,18415,1842021Q1

526,4436,4436,3922020Q2Import
of
services

976,3476,3426,2502020Q3

1597,1547,1456,9942020Q4

86,5676,5596,5592021Q1

-875,6435,6495,7302020Q2Export
of
services

475,6315,6355,5842020Q3

4397,7437,7487,3042020Q4

345,5855,5525,5522021Q1
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